[The modification of electrophysiology affected by ectopic synapse in ON-retinal bipolar cells of RCS rats].
To study the influence of the ectopic synapse for electrophysiological characteristics modification in ON retinal bipolar cells (ON-RBCs) of RCS rat. Immunofluorescence of the retinal frozen section was taken in P60 d, P90 d of RCS rat (RCS) and control rat (CTR) with the anti-mGluR6 and anti-Synaptophysin, Lucifer Yellow staining solo ON-RBCs was taken in all the group. The whole cell recording was performed in the retinal slice of P60 d, P90 d in RCS and CTR. The modification of the passive membrane properties and the outward currents properties in RCS-ON-RBCs, CTR-ON-RBCs and CTR-OFF-RBCs were observed. RCS-ON-RBCs stretched out the ectopic neurite in different direction and the activity of synapse could be detected around the ectopic neurite. From Pn60d, passive membrane properties of RCS-ON-RBCs kept immature, The RMP in RCS-ON-RBCs and CTR-ON-RBCs were (-61.8 ± 3.07), (-50.44 ± 1.36) mV and (-63.1 ± 2.59), (-48.37 ± 3.69) mV when P60 d and P90 d, there ware significantly higher than CTR group (t = 2.191, 2.435, 5.817, 6.912;P < 0.05). The IR in RCS-ON-RBCs and CTR-ON-RBCs were (323.3 ± 42.6), (337.6 ± 71.3) MΩ and (321.2 ± 58.6), (340.3 ± 62.8) MΩ when P60 d and P90 d, there ware significantly higher than CTR group (t = 3.561, 1.987, 5.211, 4.034; P < 0.05). Outward currents were recorded when giving hyper- and depolarized voltage steps. In retinal degeneration, the amplitude of outward currents in RCS-ON-RBCs is significantly different with CTR-ON-RBCs (t = 5.561, 6.341; P < 0.05) or CTR-OFF-RBCs (t = 5.357, 6.997; P < 0.05). The ectopic neurite from RCS-ON-RBCs has the possibility for translating the signal. In retinitis pigmentosa, the modification of electrophysiology characteristics in RCS-ON-RBCs was significantly different with CTR-ON-RBCs and CTR-OFF-RBCs. Influence with the ectopic neurite is the possible cause.